
Julie Austin is an award-winning writer, inventor, and multiple business owner.
Her patented product, swiggies, wrist water bottles, have been a NASDAQ product
of the year semi finalist and are currently sold in 24 countries. She’s appeared on
ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX News, and the Wall Street Journal, along with dozens of TV
shows, magazines and radio shows around the world. She’s a “go-to” media expert
in the fields of innovation & creativity.
Her new book “The Money Garden: How to Plant the Seeds for a Lifetime of
Income” is currently available on Amazon.
Julie comes from a background in the TV & film industry and has had jobs as
diverse as commercial actor and TV host to TV/film distributor/writer, so she
knows the creative, as well as the business side, and customizes most of her
speeches for the audience she’s speaking to.
Julie Austin will deliver a dynamic, inspiring, and entertaining speech that is also
full of useful tips for anyone looking to create their best life. Corporations will
benefit from her knowledge of innovation and entrepreneurial thinking to expand
their markets and grow sales. She’s an underdog who’s bootstrapped her way to
success from nothing and loves to inspire others to do the same.
To book innovation speaker, Julie Austin call Executive Speakers Bureau 901-754-
9404.

Testimonials

Julie Austin

Julie was very professional and pleasant to work with. She spent time
researching our industry on her own so she could customize her content. She’s
truly a creative individual.

- Mega Conference (700 newspaper executives).

It was a pleasure having Julie speak at our ASD International Retail Conference
in Las Vegas. The retail and wholesale small business owners appreciated her
topic “Using Innovation for Competitive Advantage”. The interactive creativity
exercises helped get the audience involved, and demonstrated that creativity in
business is definitely the way to beat the competition at their own game. I would
highly recommend her speaking services.

- Linh Vu.
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